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To,
The ED - HRD,
ONGC,
Negi Bhavan,
Dehradun,
Uttarakhand.

Subject : Acceptance as departmental candidate for recruitment of Graduate
Trainee.

Respected Sir,

We are in receipt of a copy of representation from Mrs. Shivani S. Veerkar, Direct
Employee associated with us since 1988. Having apt qualification is seeking to be
recruited as Graduate Trainee in the finance Stream since 2005, in view to the vacancies
floated.

She is being denied an fare opportunity for an interview presently vide letter no. MH-
ESTT/I/Rectt/2010 dated Sept. 3, 2010 stating that relaxation given to departmental
candidates and tenure employees is to the extent of 5% when the qualifying percentage
was 65%, where as she as acquired 51.95% in MBA (Financial Management).

It is very unfortunate that the same candidate, when the existing relaxation for
departmental candidate was 50% was denied giving reasons that she is not a
departmental candidate and the CPF no. does not pertain to her. Direct Employees has
been considered as departmental candidates in various recruitment in WOU, this fact
need not be elaborated to your esteemed authority.

We are enclosing the copies of denials for your information, quoting "denial is word of the
day" will be too offensive, hence we request your esteemed authority to give an fare
opportunity to the said employee by allowing her to attend the interview, as an graduate
trainee.

With regards.

Thanking you,elfaithfully 'y

(pra;'~e;ar)
General Secretary

co~~to:-
~~ED - HRO, ONGC-WOU, NSEPlaza, BKC,Bandra (E), Mumbai.

2. GGM - C 0 F, ONGC-WOU, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai
,,1 te 3. GM (HR) R&P, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Deharadoon, Uttarakhand.

4. CM (HR) IR, ONGC-WOU, NSEPla?a, BKC,Bandra (E), Mumbai.


